Requirements of the managing board
-it would be great to insert a sentence or 2 in a “data availability section” to explain why the data
are not available to the readers
All data used in this study was obtained from GWAS public repositories, and is accessible via
the GWAS/biobank links detailed in the Methods section.
-Details on quantitative analyses (e.g., data treatment and statistical scripts in R, bioinformatic
pipeline scripts, etc.) and details concerning simulations (scripts, codes) are available to readers
in the text, as appendices, or through an open data repository, such as Zenodo, Dryad or some
other institutional repository. The scripts or codes must be carefully described so that they can
be reused.
We have added a github link at the end of the Methods section containing all the scripts used for
analyses in this manuscript.
-Details on experimental procedures are available to readers in the text or as appendices.
All details on the methods used are available to the reader in the manuscript text.
-Authors have no financial conflict of interest relating to the article. The article must contain a
Conflict of interest disclosure paragraph before the reference section containing this sentence:
The authors of this preprint declare that they have no financial conflict of interest with the
content of this article. If appropriate, this disclosure may be completed by a sentence indicating
that some of the authors are PCI recommenders: XXX is one of the PCI EvolBiol
recommenders.
We have added such a declaration as requested by the managing board.
Reviewer 1
"How robust are cross-population signatures of polygenic adaptation in humans?" by
RefoyoMartínez et al examines the evidence for polygenic selection on trait-associated variation
using a single population reference (26 populations from the TGP) and summary statistics
obtained from several different GWAS. They apply the Qx framework (Berg & Coop, 2014),
finding contrasting/conflicting results across different GWAS and analysis approaches (e.g.
metaanalysis vs single-cohort GWAS, or BOLT-LMM vs Plink's LM). They find generally weaker
evidence for polygenic selection on height-associated loci than many previous studies that used
heterogeneous cohorts and meta-analyses. These results add to a growing literature that
cautions against the overinterpretation of polygenic scores, which may be subject to numerous
biases. While previous papers (Berg et al 2019, Sohail et al 2019) found qualitatively similar
results by comparing just 2 GWAS (UKBB and GIANT) or 3 GWAS (UKBB, GIANT, and BBJ -Chen et al 2020), the current manuscript goes further in assessing potential sources of bias in

summary statistics and compares across several more GWAS. They argue that meta-analysis
can introduce substantial biases, as has been suggested but to my knowledge not thoroughly
examined, and that more homogeneous samples seem to result in less stratification. While the
latter finding is predicted from population genetic theory, this paper adds to the growing
empirical support for this claim.
Overall, I think this is a very nice analysis that adds a lot to an important and rapidly developing
area of research. I do have some questions relating to the interpretation of some of the findings.
In particular, the authors argue that the results are strongly suggestive of uncorrected
stratification biases in several of the datasets. While my personal bias would be to agree with
them, in the absence of any model-based simulations I think some of the interpretation may
need additional caveats or supporting analyses. I also have several minor comments about
methods and suggestions for clarity.
Please note that although this is a relatively long review, the length reflects my high level of
interest in the questions pursued by the authors, rather than an overall critical take on their
manuscript.
We thank the reviewer for his kind and useful comments. We have addressed them as
thoroughly as we could below.
Main comments:
A primary finding of the paper is that several of the analyses are suggestive of residual
population stratification that inflates/biases effect size estimates in GWAS, and leads to
spurious selection signals. The idea seems to be that if there were no stratification biases in
each of the GWAS, then the effect size estimates would be essentially the same across the
studies, and the results would be consistent regardless of which study is used for the GWAS
step (e.g., the authors write in the discussion that “the distribution of genetic scores when using
GIANT estimates and when using PAGE estimates are not consistent, suggesting differences in
scores are likely not driven by a biological signal that is not being picked up by the
biobank-based tests.”)
This would certainly be true in limit of 100% statistical power in each GWAS, additionally
assuming that effects are not environmentally dependent or population specific. My concern
here is that in general the authors have limited the analyses to sets of SNPs for which there
were significant associations within each study (although they have performed some limited
tests using sets of SNPs that do not rely on this conditioning -- see below). Conditioning on
p-values introduces several possible effects on the analyses, and in the current draft it seems
that the authors have not fully elaborated on these effects, as detailed in the main comments
below.
1. In comparing the Qx calculations across various GWAS run in different populations, it’s not
entirely clear how much agreement we should expect even if the individual GWAS do not have
any stratification. The null model in a single instance of a Qx analysis is clear -- the population

history is specified, and the null corresponds to neutral drift of trait-associated alleles. In a
comparison across multiple different Qx analyses using different sets of associated alleles, the
null is less clear, because each individual GWAS imposes strong conditioning on the set of
SNPs included in the analyses, as well as their estimated effect sizes. For example, we expect
the SNPs associated with the phenotype in a European cohort to explain more variance in
Europe than other populations, because they need to have large enough allele frequencies in
Europe to be detected. Hence it is not obvious that we should expect Qx to return the same
results for each GWAS, especially if some of the GWAS are underpowered. When we do a
GWAS in Europeans and find evidence for polygenic adaptation but we don't find it when we do
a GWAS in Japan -- is it a false negative in the BBJ or a false positive in UKBB? Moreover, if
stabilizing/negative selection acts on some of the trait-related variation, it will affect statistical
power by constraining large effect alleles to lower frequencies, and make large effect alleles
more population specific.
In principle, one way to approach this is to simulate polygenic selection on the population history
inferred from the 1000 genomes populations, run a GWAS, and then assess the effect on Qx.
In practice, this would be a massive effort and I do not necessarily recommend it for this study,
especially given the complexity of the population history of 26 TGP populations. However, in
the absence of this simulation, it would help if the authors could expand their discussion
of their expectations under the null and caveats of their interpretation. They also could
perform some of the analyses by conditioning on p-value in one GWAS cohort, and then using
this single set of SNPs for all of the GWAS. The authors have employed this approach in some
of their stratification analyses (Figs. S19-S23), but not to the Qx/polygenic scores analyses as
far as I can tell. Of note, this suggestion is very similar to the analysis in Chen et al 2020, who
ascertained the effects in BBJ to infer selection in UKBB (published in AJHG -- the biorxiv
version of this paper is cited by the authors). A very similar analysis was also applied in Tucci et
al 2018 (Science): https://science.sciencemag.org/content/361/6401/511.abstract

As the reviewer points out, we observe differences in the distribution of scores across studies,
and different studies have different levels of power to recover associations, so we are
necessarily using different numbers of significant SNPs depending on which GWAS we use as a
reference. We have now performed the overdispersion test suggested by the reviewer, using
the UKBB GWAS as reference since it is the largest study in our comparison. We carried out the
SNP ascertainment process in the UKBB, conditioning on two p-value thresholds: 5e-8 and
1e-5. We then used the resulting set of variants to look for overdispersion in all seven studies:
We have added the following paragraph to the Results section:
“Finally, we computed polygenic scores on a single set of candidate SNPs ascertained in the
largest biobank (UKBB) but using effect size estimates from each of the other GWAS in turn.
Signals of overdispersion in height scores are greatly attenuated in each of the non-UKBB
GWAS, and are much more similar to the patterns observed in UKBB (Figure
\ref{PS_height_05_ascUKB} and Figure \ref{PS_height_08_ascUKB}). This suggests an

important reason for the observed overdispersion patterns in these other GWAS is the choice of
significant SNPs recovered from each study.”
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We have also added the reviewer’s point about false positives vs false negatives to the
Discussion section:
“It is also important to keep in mind that each particular GWAS used imposes strong conditions
on the set of SNPs that are included in the QX analysis. We expect SNPs associated with a
phenotype in a given cohort to explain more variance in the population from which that cohort
was obtained than in other populations, simply because the significant SNPs need to have high
enough allele frequencies in the study cohort for them to be recovered in the first place. It is
unclear how this will affect false positive and false negative rates of tests of polygenic
adaptation performed in different cohorts. For example, if we see a score overdispersion signal
when using a GWAS from cohort 1 but not when using a GWAS from cohort 2, it is unclear
whether this could be due to a true positive and a lack of power in cohort 2, or due to an artefact
caused by cohort 1. It is also possible that, if negative selection acts on some of the trait-related
variation, it might affect statistical power by constraining large-effect alleles to be kept at lower
frequencies, thus making large-effect alleles more population-specific.”

2.
Figure 3 shows the polygenic scores across TGP populations using summary stats
from various height GWAS. When the analysis is performed in GIANT, Europe shows up as
having elevated scores, whereas African populations have elevated scores in PAGE.
Similar to my question above, I'm not sure that stratification in GIANT/PAGE is the only way to
interpret this result. The sets of SNPs used to compute these scores are not the same, and in
principle we should have better power to find SNPs with large contributions to the phenotypic
variance in populations from Africa when we include individuals of African ancestry in the
GWAS. Stratification is certainly a potential (and in my opinion, likely) explanation. But could we
not be overcorrecting population stratification in the more homogeneous samples, or getting
more complete representation of the SNPs that contribute to the African polygenic score in
PAGE? If the authors can rule this possibility out, it would help to spell out how, and if not it
would help to add these caveats.

We agree with the reviewer here. We have now added several sentences in the Discussion
section discussing the possibility that the UKBB pattern is a false negative due to overcorrection
of stratification, or lack of representation of relevant SNPs:
“...This suggests differences in scores are likely not driven by a biological signal and are instead
driven by population stratification in GIANT and/or PAGE. An alternative explanation is that the
overdispersion in PAGE or GIANT-derived scores is truly biological, and perhaps the GWAS
performed in more homogeneous biobank studies are overcorrecting for population
stratification, increasing the false negative rate of the $Q_{X}$ statistic. Moreover, our power to
find signals of polygenic adaptation might stem from SNPs with large contributions to
phenotypic variance in non-European populations (e.g. African populations) and thus we might
only be able to see these signals when we include individuals of African ancestry in a GWAS, as
is done in PAGE. Though plausible, these other explanations seem less likely than stratification,
but we cannot discard them completely. In the end, a pathway to distinguish among these
hypotheses might be via an extensive simulation study that compares these scenarios and their
resulting score dispersion patterns.”

3.
The authors write "Berg et al. (2019) looked for latent population stratification by
studying the relation between allele frequency differences in two GWAS and their difference in
effect size estimates. Presumably, if neither GWAS is affected by population stratification, there
should not be a relation between these two variables." One minor comment, it seems that what
was actually plotted in Berg et al (Figure 4) is not the difference in frequency between the
GWAS samples, but differences in frequency between human populations (TSI and GBR) as
compared to the difference in effect size estimates between two GWAS, which is the same as
what the authors plot in their Figure S19.
More broadly, the authors state that we expect no relationship between frequency difference
(e.g., between GBR and TSI) and effect size difference (e.g., between GIANT and UKBB) if
there is no stratification. However, by conditioning on p-value, we expect systematically larger
unsigned effects in the GWAS that we used to compute the p-values than another GWAS, due
to the winner's curse (e.g., bigger expected effect size in GIANT than UKBB when conditioning
on a low GIANT p-value). The magnitude of this bias depends on the variance explained by the
SNP -- SNPs that fall close to the threshold for detection in the GWAS will tend to have larger
biases. To me, the question then becomes whether the magnitude of this winner's curse bias
can vary with frequency differences between populations for reasons other than stratification.
It's not obvious to me if/when this could happen, but it seems plausible that polygenic adaptation
could do this, by systematically causing the magnitude and sign of the true effect size to covary
with population frequency differences. In any case what I'm proposing may be a non-issue, but
my overall point is that the analysis here involves some complex conditioning that depends
on allele frequencies, LD, statistical power for detection, effect size inflation due to the
winner's curse, and the underlying evolutionary genetic process that "generates" the observed

data. Although stratification is a likely mechanism, I don't feel altogether comfortable with the
degree of weight the authors have put on it.
In Uricchio et al (2019, Evolution Letters) we did a qualitatively similar analysis, but we
compared SNPs based on p-value rank (Fig S6-B). We also found a substantial difference
between GIANT and UKBB, which we interpreted as likely due to stratification. However, we
could not rule out overcorrection of effect sizes in UKBB on the basis of our analysis alone. The
lack of signal in sib-based effects seems to be the strongest argument in favor of stratification at
the moment, as far as I can tell.
We have now corrected these sentences to avoid misunderstandings:
“Berg et al. (2019) looked for latent population stratification by studying the relation between
allele frequency differences in two populations and the difference in effect size estimates in two
GWAS. Presumably, if neither GWAS is affected by population stratification, there should not be
a relation between these two variables”.
We have also added the point correctly stated by the reviewer in the Discussion section:
“Ultimately, the set of SNPs used in each analysis depends on a complex combination of factors
including allele frequencies, linkage disequilibrium with causal variants, statistical power for
detection and effect size inflation due to the winner's curse, together with the underlying
evolutionary genetic process that "generates" the observed data. While modeling the individual
effect of each of these on the inflation of the $Q_{X}$ statistic is beyond the scope of this study,
we note that all of these factors may be influencing the differences we observe among score
sets.”
Finally, we have added a paragraph referencing the disparities found in Uricchio et al (2019)
and in Berg et al. (2019) in the Discussion section.

4.
All of the meta-analysis simulations the authors performed on UKBB result in inflated
pvalues (Figure 6). However, the all-ethnicities UKBB LM analysis, which is not a meta-analysis,
also resulted in inflated p-values but a slightly lower Qx. The authors wrote "we created an
artificial meta-analysis on the entire UKBB cohort" -- hence this meta-analysis includes all of the
individuals included in the all-ethnicities analysis? If so, it is unclear to me whether the inflated
p-values are mostly due to the meta-analysis itself, or just the more heterogeneous cohort. In
fact, the polygenic scores reported for the "all ethnicities linear model" in Figure 5 look almost
identical to the scores reported for all of the meta-analyses. Moreover, can the authors suggest
any mechanism? It was not clear to me why the random partitions should result in inflated
pvalues, given that there should be no stratification in random partitions.
We have now performed a meta-analysis using only self-reported white British individuals. Here,
we observe that score dispersion is slightly attenuated relative to the “all-ethnicities”

meta-analysis. However, in all cases, the Qx-test for the “white British” meta-analysis is
significant, and an analysis on the same individuals assuming they are in the same cohort is
not.
Moreover, we did an extra analysis, in which we explored how the cohort-specific PC correction
affected the meta-analyses. We performed a PCA on all individuals together, then used the first
20 components of this global PCA (which would not be available in practice to a researcher
performing a meta-analysis) to correct for population structure in each of the sub-cohorts, and
compared these results to the results obtained when the correction is performed via PCs
obtained for each cohort in separation. This way, we aimed to test if lack of power to correctly
model population structure via the cohort-specific PCAs was somehow misleading us (this
analysis was suggested to us by Sriram Sankararaman, Arun Durvasula and Jeremy Berg, after
we posted our preprint).
We have added several paragraphs explaining the new analyses:
Methods:
“We also aimed to test whether a meta-analysis approach could lead to overdispersion of
polygenic scores, and consequently, an inflated $Q_{X}$ statistic. Therefore, we created a set
of artificial meta-analyses on the entire UKBB cohort, approximately emulating the number of
individual sub-cohorts that were included in GIANT. We used both the "all ethnicities" and the
"white British" UKBB cohorts to compare the results of a meta-analysis on a homogeneous vs. a
diverse cohort of individuals. For each of the two cohorts, we divided the corresponding set of
individuals into 75 subsets, using two different approaches. In one approach, we obtained 75
clusters from a K-means clustering of the first three principal components from a PCA of the
individuals. Under this approach, different cohorts have different sample sizes (though they do
not exactly match the cohort size distribution observed in GIANT). In the other approach, we
created 75 groups of equal size, randomly assigning individuals to each group, regardless of
their placement in the PCA.
We used PLINK 1.9 to perform a linear association model in each of the 75 clusters or groups.
As before, we used sex, age, age$^2$, sex*age, sex*age$^2$ and the first 20 PCs as
covariates. These covariates were included in the analysis of each cohort before the
meta-analysis. We explored how PC correction affected the meta-analyses. We use as the first
20 PCs of the components from 1) a PCA performed on each of the 75 sub-cohorts and, 2) a
PCA performed on all individuals together before the split (we note that the latter would not be
available to a researcher performing a meta-analysis in practice). Afterwards, we integrated all
summary statistics into a meta-analysis, using two different methods (Table
\ref{Assoc_methods}): an inverse variance method and a sample size-based method, both
implemented in METAL \citep{willer2010metal}. This led to a total of 16 different types of
meta-analyses artificially performed on the UKBB data.”
Results:
“The population-wide polygenic scores and the $Q_{X}$ scores obtained using effect size
estimates from each of these different methods are in Figures \ref{PS_ukbb_meta} and

\ref{QX_ukbb_meta}, respectively. We have more power to detect height-associated SNPs
when we use the mixed model, and the distribution of polygenic scores differs quite markedly
between the linear model and the mixed model approaches. For example, African polygenic
scores tend to be higher when using the mixed model approach. Regardless of whether one
uses a linear or a mixed model, GWASs performed on a more expansive category of people
("all-ethnicities") lead to increased overdispersion of polygenic scores than when using more
restrictive categories ("British" or "White"). Additionally, our artificial meta-analysis on the UKBB
data resulted in even stronger overdispersion of the scores and, consequently, an even more
strongly inflated $Q_{X}$ statistic, regardless of the set used. However, polygenic scores
dispersion is slightly attenuated when we use the "British" set. The most extreme
$Q_{X}$-derived P-values across settings were those from the meta-analyses in the "all
ethnicities" set (Figure \ref{QX_ukbb_onlymeta}). This increased overdispersion is particularly
evident when looking at the scores of European (FIN, CEU, GBR) and Latin American (PEL,
CLM, MXL) populations in the meta-analysis setting (Figure \ref{PS_ukbb_meta}). The choice of
the PC correction approach to account for population structure does not lead to notably different
results (Figure \ref{PS_ukbb_onlymeta}).
Discussion:

“Furthermore, when we performed an artificial meta-analysis on the UKBB data, emulating the
methodology of GIANT, we observed more dispersion of polygenic scores among populations
than when using single GWAS cohort, echoing findings by \citet{kerminen2019geographic} at a
more localized geographic scale. As we previously observed in the vanilla (single-cohort) UKBB
analysis, the less homogeneous the ancestries of the individuals in the cohort (“all ethnicities”
vs. “white British”), the more dispersion is observed, which in turn causes a more inflated
$Q_{X}$ statistic. Nevertheless, both meta-analyses (“all ethnicities” and “white British”) show
higher $Q_{X}$ statistics than their single-cohort counterparts, regardless of the meta-analysis
method deployed. This is also observed regardless of whether one uses cohort-specific PCs to
correct for stratification in the meta-analysis or global PCs from a PCA including all individuals.
Overall, this adds weight to the hypothesis that a failure of GWAS meta-analyses to control for
population stratification may affect tests against a neutral null hypothesis, based on patterns of
population differentiation in polygenic scores. As mentioned before, another possible cause for
these inconsistencies could be differences in the number of SNPs or individuals included in
each GWAS, leading to differences in power to detect polygenic adaptation on trait-associated
variants. Indeed, in some of the smaller cohorts (FINRISK and APCDR) we observe little to no
evidence for strong deviations from neutrality in the distribution of genetic scores across
populations.”

The above two figures show QX statistics and P-values for height, obtained by using different
types of meta-analysis methods on the UKBB data. The asterisk denotes a significance cutoff
for QX of P < 0.05. "-log10(P)" was obtained assuming a chi-squared distribution for the QX
statistic. "-log10(randomized P)" was obtained using the effect sign-randomization scheme.
“GBR-matched-P” are P-values obtained by sampling random SNPs from the genome using the
allele frequency matching scheme in different populations, as described in the Methods section.
The different types of GWAS methods along the y-axis are described in Table 2. The
meta-analyses are ordered by their significance from bottom to top.
Minor Comments (I will often start these comments with quotes, which are taken from the
manuscript):
1. I realize that Qx is often described as a polygenic adaptation test, but is it really? It seems
more like a neutral-null violation test, without regard to the particular source of violation.
E.g., could overdispersion be driven by negative selection alone? Or stabilizing selection
alone?

We have now corrected the text to be more careful in terms of the language and tried to change
all instances of “signals of polygenic adaptation” to “signals of score over-dispersion that have
been interpreted as evidence of polygenic adaptation” (or similar phrasings).

2. "They looked for overdispersion in the frequencies of trait-associated variants across
populations, relative to a neutral null model." I think this is a slightly narrow way to describe
these previous papers, as some also looked for directional changes, not just
overdispersion. Turchin et al (e.g.) also finds that height-increasing SNPs have higher
frequencies in northern Europe.
We have corrected this sentence to also say “and/or directional changes”.
3. "variants with a minor allele frequency lower than 0.01 and those classified as low
confident variants whenever this information was available in the summary statistics file"
Please clarify whether the exclusion is on a per-population basis (e.g., frequency is 1% in
population X, or total allele frequency across all sampled populations). Same issue for the
low confidence variants, and it would help to have information about the specific threshold
used to assess confidence.
The minimum frequency is 1% across all individuals included in the GWAS cohort from which
we obtain effect size estimates. We have now made this clear in the text. The “low-confidence
variants” flag is a study-specific flag provided in the summary statistic files, and the criteria for
this flag unfortunately differs across studies. As an example, for the Neale lab’s UK Biobank
GWAS, the flag indicating low confidence results (in the file Manifest Release (20180731)) is
based on the following heuristics:
- Case/control phenotypes: expected_case_minor_AC < 25 or minor_AF < 0.001.
- Categorical phenotypes with less than 5 categories: expected_min_category_minor_AC < 25
or minor_AF < 0.001.
- Quantitative phenotypes: minor_AF < 0.001.
4. "which serves as a fairer comparison among studies" could use a reference.
We have expanded this to cite explanatory statistical books that show the derivation of the
standard error of the regression estimate in a linear model, as well as a reference more specific
to GWAS summary statistics: “This serves as a fairer comparison among studies, as the
standard error of the effect size estimate is approximately proportional to the inverse of
$\sqrt{N}$ (see \cite{casella2002statistical,edge2019statistical,holland2016estimating}).”
5. "In order to build an empirical genome-wide covariance matrix (F-matrix) with
non-associated SNPs, we extracted all SNPs with a P-value larger than 5e−8 and then
sampled every 20th "nonassociated" SNP across the entire genome. " Does this mean
every 20th SNP regardless of LD in the region? Were any additional filters on quality or
allele frequency applied, as was done for the associated SNPs?

All quality filters are applied before any analysis is performed, so they were also applied on the
neutral SNPs. However, LD was not taken into account in this particular sampling setup.
6. Much of the text in the "Robustness of signal of selection and population-level differences"
section is duplicated from the methods, I would suggest trimming it.
We have now trimmed the duplicated text.
7. "we observe little notable differences in P-values" this is a bit awkwardly phrased, I believe
this means that the P-values are similar across the various approaches but it could be
rephrased to be clearer.
We have now rephrased it as:
“P-values obtained from the three schemes are broadly similar across the various approaches
used. However, we observe a few inconsistencies in the sign-randomization scheme, when
compared to the other two approaches.”
8. The LD blocks used herein are derived from a subset of human populations -- is it possible
they are not representative of some of the populations?
We have now re-run the Asian GWAS analysis using East Asian LD blocks, the African GWAS
analysis using African LD blocks and the Latin American GWAS analysis using both European
and African LD blocks. Given that the Berisa et al. study only provided LD blocks for East Asian,
African and European panels, we are limited to using these population-specific blocks, even if
they don’t exactly correspond to the composition of the GWAS cohorts we are studying.
We have also added a section showing the score patterns observed under different choices of
LD blocks:
“Most of our results stem from using LD block partitions derived from a European panel of the
1000 Genomes Project \citep{berisa2016approximately}. To investigate the sensitivity of our
results to the choice of LD blocks (particularly when querying non-European GWASs), we also
show results under an LD blocking scheme obtained from a population panel that was close to
the GWAS from which we obtained effect size estimates \citep{berisa2016approximately}. For
BBJ and Chinese NIPT, we use a set of 1,445 LD blocks constructed using LD patterns in the
East Asian panels of the 1000 Genomes Project. For APCDR, we use a set of 2,582 LD blocks
constructed using LD patterns in the African panels of the 1000 Genomes Project (Table
\ref{QX_scores_LDB_matched}). In the case of PAGE, we do not have a
Latin-American-specific LD block partitioning scheme. However, when we use European LD
blocks, we can detect a significant residual population structure pattern in PAGE, but this
pattern is no longer significant when we use African LD blocks (Figure \ref{ldb_matched}), so we
show PAGE results using African LD blocks in Table \ref{QX_scores_LDB_matched}.“

9. Fig. S18 – the only population with a very large sample is very similar in terms of ancestry
to UKBB (GIANT). While it certainly seems true that sample size should have a large
influence here, it’s not obvious that trend would persist without this outlier included.
We have now replaced the raw sample size for the log10 of the sample size in the regression,
to better account for outliers (Figure \ref{Corr_e05}). The only regression that is significant
is the one in which SNPs are only included in the scores if they have P-values < 1e-5, so
we have attenuated this statement to reflect this:

“The sample size of the GWAS might also affect the correlation in effect size estimates. We
can see in Figure \ref{Corr_e05} that there is a positive relationship between the log10 of
the number of samples included in the non-UKBB GWAS and the Pearson correlation
coefficients of the estimated effect sizes to the UKBB GWAS (which has the largest sample
size), via a linear regression. We note, however, that this positive relationship is only
significant when ascertaining SNPs in the non-UKBB study, and filtering for SNPs with P
$< 1e-5$.”

10.
"Approaches based on tree sequence reconstructions along the genome appear to
be a fruitful avenue of research towards the development of methods that can properly
control for some of these confounders." I agree. Can the authors expand on this point?
Why do they think this is true, and how will such approaches improve on the state of the
art?
We have significantly expanded this paragraph and focus more extensively on a recent example
(Stern et al. 2019) of how this type of approaches can used to better control for stratification and
distinguish between direct selection and a correlated response to selection on another trait, by
explicitly modeling the segregation of trait-associated alleles backwards in time over the
reconstructed genealogies.
11.
Chen et al, which the authors have cited as its biorxiv version, is now published in
AJHG: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0002929720301610
We have now updated the reference.
12.
"As an example, Figure S1 shows the distribution of effect size estimates of 1700
approximately independent SNPs for height (P < 1e−5)". I understand that there are ~1700
blocks, but are there also ~1700 SNPs? In Figure S5 it looks like there are only about
1100 in UKBB after conditioning on p-value, and fewer in the other studies.
We have now corrected the sentence. Indeed, the blocks where the lowest P-value does not
meet the chosen threshold are filtered out, so the number of snps do not correspond with the
number of blocks.
“Figure \ref{Density_1e05} (A) shows the distribution of effect size estimates of
height-associated SNPs with $P < \num{1e-5}$"

13.
The authors employ a sign-randomization approach to computing p-values for Qx,
which sometimes returns very different p-values from the other approaches based on
frequency matched SNPs. Do the authors have any idea why? My first thought was that
sign randomization may affect latent LD between the associated SNPs, but I'm not sure this
is likely given the LD pruning approach they have used. A second possibility might be that
random SNPs are not matched for background selection strength -- associated SNPs are
likely to be in regions of substantial background selection, perhaps exacerbating their drift
(see Torres, Szpiech, & Hernandez 2018 for example). I will note that we used the same
LD blocks in our analysis in Uricchio et al 2019, so if latent LD is a problem here then it may
also be a problem in our paper, although we only used Europeans.
The sign randomization scheme tends to be most different from the other two schemes when
working with traits that have low numbers of associated SNPs. We think this test is

over-conservative in these cases, as a test based on the sign-randomized neutral sampling
distribution becomes very stringent when the randomization is performed over a few SNPs. For
example, in the extreme scenario of a trait with a single associated SNP, we expect P=0.5
because half of the times we would obtain the opposite sign.
14.
"Importantly, those SNPs that also have a significant P-value in the non-UKBB
GWAS in each comparison (colored in red in Figure 4) show a higher correlation than the
rest of the SNPs." As the authors likely know, this effect is expected due to the winner's
curse. The effect will be exacerbated when one study has a much smaller cohort (due to
lower power for intermediate effect SNPs) and also potentially exacerbated by distinct LD
patterns when the study populations are not closely related. Berg et al 2019 briefly
discusses this effect. Some mention here might help for clarity.
We have added these likely causes and a reference to Berg et al. 2019 to the paragraph
describing these effects.

15.
In the "Evidence for population stratification" section, I believe all the effect size
estimates correspond to height, but this is not specified in this section’s text or in the figure
legends.
The author is correct, we have now clarified this.
16.
Several comparisons with PAGE result in large numbers of SNPs with ~0 frequency
difference but very large effect size differences. Do the authors have any sense for why
this occurs? Perhaps differences in LD, or population-specific effects?
This is due to high effect size estimation error at low frequency SNPs. Indeed the standard error
of the effect size estimate in a GWAS is a function of the SNP’s expected heterozygosity, which
we now explicitly state:
“... When comparing the UKBB and GIANT, we replicate the signal of correlation in differences
between northern and southern European from \cite{berg2019reduced} ($P < 1e-5$, see Figure
\ref{ES_AF_EUR1}). This pattern is also observed in the GBR vs. CHB and GBR vs. LWK
comparisons (Figures \ref{ES_AF_EAS1} and \ref{ES_AF_AFR1}, panel A and B). However,
these differences are not observed for any other pairwise GWAS comparisons (Figures
\ref{ES_AF_EUR1}, \ref{ES_AF_EUR}, \ref{ES_AF_EAS} and \ref{ES_AF_AFR}). We can see
SNPs with large effect size differences tend to be low-frequency SNPs, as the standard error of
the effect size estimate for a SNP in a GWAS is proportional to the SNP’s expected
heterozygosity \citep{holland2016estimating}.
We now show this pattern in Figure S21-S26, where SNPs are colored by their expected
heterozygosity (2p(1-p)) in the GBR population.

17.
"Because we are using the exact same population panels to obtain population allele
frequencies in all tests, the source of the inconsistencies must necessarily come from
differences in the effect size estimates in the different GWAS." I agree, but I think it is also
important to note that the specific set of SNPs varies between cohorts, because of the
conditioning on p-value.
We have now added this sentence to the Discussion:
“It is important to keep in mind that each particular GWAS used imposes strong conditions on
the set of SNPs that are included in the $Q_{X}$ analysis. We expect SNPs associated with a
phenotype in a given cohort to explain more variance in the population from which that cohort

was obtained than in other populations, simply because the significant SNPs need to have high
enough allele frequencies in the study cohort for them to be recovered in the first place. ”
18.
“To try to avoid stratification issues, recent studies have proposed to look for
evidence for polygenic adaptation within the same panel that was used to obtain SNP
effect size estimates, i.e. avoiding comparisons between populations that might be made
up of individuals outside of the GWAS used to obtain effect size estimates, e.g. (Liu et al. ,
2018b).” This seems a strange suggestion to me, and exactly opposite of the analysis in
Chen et al 2020 (AJHG), which ascertains the effects in one cohort and then applies those
effects in a “distantly” related population. I would think that recycling SNP effects within
populations is exactly the problem that caused the spurious selection inferences to begin
with. Perhaps the authors can clarify how this would work or help.
The argument by Liu et al. and similar analyses is that by ensuring that the population on which
the GWAS was performed and from which allele frequencies are obtained matches exactly, one
need not be confounded by differences in estimates between these populations (for example,
due to gene-by-environment interactions). That being said, we don’t think this is an optimal
solution for other problems (like within-cohort population stratification, as the Mostafavi et al.
paper shows). We have clarified this point in the corresponding paragraph of the discussion.
19.
I was pleased to see a note about the potential misuse of polygenic scores by hate
groups at the end of the paper. Thank you, we should all be doing this.
We thank the reviewer for his kind words. We believe this is an important issue to address
moving forward with these kinds of analyses.
Thanks for the opportunity to review your very interesting manuscript. I want to emphasize
again that while I had many comments, I think most can be handled by minor alterations to the
text or simply correcting me if I was mistaken about anything. I am happy to correspond with the
authors should any comments need clarification.
Sincerely,
Lawrence Uricchio

Reviewer 2
“How robust are cross-population signatures of polygenic adaptation in humans?” by
RefoyoMartinez et al is an important and timely study. It builds on work previously done in
Sohail et al 2019 and Berg et al 2019 among other studies, by analyzing multiple existing
biobanks and multiple traits, and assessing polygenic adaptation using polygenic scores
constructed in the 1000 genomes phase 3 populations. They further assess different
approaches for running a GWAS in the UK Biobank data and, in particular, the population
stratification introduced by the meta-analysis approach.
I don’t have any major concerns with this study. Below I have some questions, comments and a
few additional analyses I would like to see added.
•
The authors say that: “Starting from 805, 426 genotypes variants across the
genome, we restricted to SNPs with a minor allele frequency (MAF) < 5% globally.” Do
they mean MAF > 5% globally?
This is correct. We have corrected this sentence now.
•
They say in the text “P < 0.05/n, where n is the number of assessed GWAS.”
However, in the caption for figure 2, n and m are defined differently. It is generally not
clear why there are two Bonferroni corrected P values and how they are used. Wouldn’t
it make more sense to use one corrected threshold, corrected by number of assessed
GWAS times number of traits? The authors should clarify and justify in the text, and use
consistently throughout.
We wanted to use two multiple-testing corrections - one (more stringent, m) that would apply to
us (who have knowledge of the different cohorts) and another one (less stringent, n) that would
apply to a person using one of the cohorts but who would be blind to the other cohorts. The
reason for this is to account for the fact that the latter person might be less stringent at calling a
trait’s SNPs “over-dispersed” than we would be (because we have more information). We have
now clarified this in the text:
“We used two types of multiple-testing Bonferroni corrections: one that applies to us - correcting
for both the number of traits assessed and the number of cohorts on which each of those traits
were tested (we call this number $m$) - and another that would apply to a person that was blind
to the other cohorts - and so would only correct for the $n$ traits tested within their available
cohort (Figures \ref{heatmap_e-05}, \ref{heatmap_QXe-0}).”
•
The LD score regression ratio – can the authors define what this measures in the
text when they describe the result and how should the reader interpret it relative to LD
score intercept which is more widely considered?
We have expanded the paragraph explaining how these scores can be interpreted:

“We also used the LD score regression approach \citep{heckerman2016linear} to obtain an LD
score regression intercept, LD score regression ratio, and a SNP heritability estimate for each
GWAS that we looked at. The LD score intercept is an estimate of the contribution of population
stratification to test statistic inflation in a GWAS analysis. The LD score regression ratio
measures the proportion of the inflation in the mean $\chi^2$ statistic that the LD Score
regression intercept ascribes to causes other than polygenic heritability. Finally, the heritability
can be obtained from the LD score regression slope \citep{bulik2015ld, bulik2015atlas}. We
note, however, that \citep{berg2019reduced} showed that some of the assumptions of LD score
regression - which allow one to separate estimates of stratification confounding from heritability
- may be violated in the presence of background selection. Thus, these estimates may not
accurately reflect the amount of stratification present in a GWAS.”

•
In the meta-analysis of UKB, were PCs included in the analysis of each cohort
before the meta-analysis? Were they included during the meta-analysis? Please clarify
this in the text. The GIANT study appears to have different cohorts that had different
kinds of correction for population structure (some with PCs, some with self-identified
ancestry, and some likely with none). Can the authors comment on this and how it
relates to their meta-analysis and ability to compare the two?
The first 20PCs were included in the analysis of each cohort before the meta-analysis. We have
now clarified this in the text.
As the reviewer points out, several of the components GWAS in GIANT were not corrected via
PC-correction or other standard measures in common use today (Wood et al. 2014, Table S17).
Because of that, it is likely that we are being over-conservative in our simulation mimicking
stratification in GIANT. We now point this out in the Discussion section.
We have also performed a new analysis, in which we assume we have individual-level
knowledge of allele states across all individuals in the component GWAS of the meta-analysis
and so are able to perform a global PCA across all these individuals, and use the PCs from this
analysis to correct for stratification in each of the GWAS. This would be an unlikely scenario as
the reason for performing a meta-analysis is lack of individual-level data. We do not observe
large differences when using this approach. For a more detailed explanation see the answer to
Reviewer 1 - question 4.
•
All the mixed model analyses (british, white and all ethnicities) show that that
Africans have the highest polygenic score for height. How to interpret this? Can the
authors comment on this in the text?
We are not sure how to interpret this difference between the linear and mixed models, but have
now highlighted the difference in the Results section of the text.

•

Please add error bars for figures 3 and 5 and related supplementary figures.

We have added 95% credible intervals in all polygenic score figures now, using the method by
Sohail et al. (2019), assuming that the posterior distribution of the population allele frequencies
is a beta distribution.

•
In figure 6, the ordering of rows of the different association methods is not
following any specific coherent order. Could the authors re-order these to make the
figure easier for the reader to interpret?
The order from top to bottom is from the lowest to highest -log10(P-value). We thought this
would make the overall pattern easier to interpret, as all meta-analyses fall at the bottom of the
plot, followed by the GWAS performed using all etchinities.
•
Population stratification. Can the authors provide more intuition in the text for the
particular way used to demonstrate population stratification to help the reader follow
along? For example, why may we expect to see stratification in FINRISK or in UKB along
the dimension of Eurasian stratification (GBR-CHB allele frequency differences)? I think
it would clearer and more intuitive for the research community and wider readership to
see analyses of stratification (along different axes) within each GWAS for different traits.
One way of doing this would be to plot the correlation of 1000g SNP PC loadings with
effect size estimates for PCs 1-20 (see fig 2a of Sohail et al eLife) in each of the GWAS
considered. This would show effect of stratification along different axes (not only
European).
Another way would be to show, similarly to the authors do, allele frequencies in two
1000g populations, but as two separate axes for each SNP colored by effect size (see
fig. 2c of Sohail et al eLife). This would result in a single plot for each GWAS for a given
trait, and can be made to observe different kinds of stratification using allele frequency
comparisons between different populations. For example, within each
GWAS, they can look at “within-population” stratification, the same way they do with
European stratification, as well as that reflecting stratification in or with other populations.
Ideally they would do this for a range of traits, and at least the ones deemed significant
for polygenic adaptation in the authors’ and other published analyses. Adding these
analyses to the manuscript would make it’s characterization of population structure in
different GWAS more comprehensive and helpful, and allow it to serve as a reference for
assessing kinds of population stratification in each GWAS with respect to different traits.
As suggested by the reviewer, we have now further explored population stratification in the
different biobanks using the procedure from Sohail et al. We focused on height, as we have
data for it in all seven GWAs:
Methods section: “To look for population stratification along different axes of population variation
\cite{sohail2019polygenic}, we first selected those variants that were present in the 1000

Genomes Project, the UKBB height GWAS and another non-UKBB height GWAS used for
comparison against UKBB. We filtered out variants that had minor allele frequency $< 5\%$ in
the 1000 Genomes Project, or that were located in the MHC locus (chr6:28477797-33448354)
or in the chromosome eight inversion region (chr8:7643092-11528113). We then performed LD
pruning on the resulting set of variants (using the --indep-pairwise 200 100 0.2 option). The
remaining SNPs were used to perform a PCA on a matrix of genotypes from all the 1000
Genomes Project individuals, from which we obtained the first 20 PC loadings of population
structure, using plink. Then, we performed linear regression of the PC scores on the genotypes
of each SNP that was previously removed due to the pruning procedure. Finally, we plotted the
correlations between each of the PCs and the effect size estimates from one of the two GWASs:
UKBB or non-UKBB (Figure XX and Figure XX).”

Results section: “We also followed \cite{sohail2019polygenic}’s approach to look for GWAS
stratification along different PCA axes of population structure. We first performed a PCA on a
matrix of genotypes from all 1000 Genomes Project individuals. Then, we computed the
correlation between the first 20 loadings of that PCA and the effect size estimates obtained from
the UKBB height GWAS, as well as the correlation between the same PC loadings and the
effect size estimates from a different (non-UKBB) height GWAS, on the same set of sites (see
Methods). We plotted each of these PC-specific correlations and colored them by the correlation
between the corresponding PC and the allele frequency differences between two population
panels: GBR vs. TSI (Figure \ref{popst_europe}); and GBR vs. CHB (Figure
\ref{popst_eurasia}). This allows us to compare patterns of stratification between two GWASs
(UKBB and non-UKBB) along particular axes of genetic variation. We observe large correlations
between axes of population structure and effect size estimates in GIANT and PAGE, and to a
lesser degree in FINRISK, but not in the other GWAS we queried. This again suggests GIANT
and PAGE might be more strongly confounded by stratification than the other GWASs under
study.”

Pearson correlations between 20 PC loadings and height effect size estimates from
different GWASs, compared to the same correlation using effect size estimates from the
UKBB GWAS. PC loadings were computed as explained in the Methods section. The
barplots are coloured by the correlation between each loading and the allele frequency
difference between GBR and TSI.

Pearson correlations between 20 PC loadings and height effect size estimates from
different GWASs, compared to the same correlation using effect size estimates from the
UKBB GWAS. PC loadings were computed as explained in the Methods section. The
barplots are coloured by the correlation between each loading and the allele frequency
difference between GBR and CHB.
•
Educational attainment has been the focus of studies of polygenic adaptation
(Racimo et al 2018) and differential polygenic scores (Abdellaoui et al 2019), using both
metaanalysis GWAS (which the authors show is an approach likely to generate
population stratification) as well as UKB GWAS. Since height has already been shown to
be affected by stratification in previous studies, I think the authors would add further
novelty to their work, as well as address an important issue by assessing polygenic
adaptation and population stratification in different GWAS (used by previously published
studies) for this trait, and add it to their figures and narrative. I believe it warrants at least
a comment in light on their analyses of the meta-analysis approach for GWAS, and its
use in these previous studies.
As suggested by the reviewer, we have now incorporated a section focusing on educational
attainment. Given that it’s only found in only one of the biobanks we had focused on (UKBB),

this trait wasn’t included in our previous version of the manuscript. We have now pulled
summary statistics from the three SSGAC consortium GWAS papers on educational attainment
(Rietveld et al. 2013, Okbay et al. 2016 and Lee et al. 2018) which use increasingly larger
cohorts to test for genetic associations with this trait (though we note that Lee et al. combined
cohorts from both Okbay et al. and the UK Biobank). To be able to replicate the results of
Racimo et al. 2018 as much as possible, we also computed polygenic scores using the
posterior-probability approach (PPA) used in that paper, and compared them to the P-value
approach used throughout this manuscript.
We have now added a whole new sub-section in the Results section, focusing specifically on
this trait, where we also find inconsistencies in score dispersion patterns, depending on the
cohort used. Relevant figures and tables are shown below:

SNPs with P < 1e-05

GWAS

Qx

SNPs with P < 5e-08

p-value

# SNPs GWAS

Qx

p-value

#
SNPs

UKBB

40.087

0.038

746

UKBB

42.859

0.02

246

Leeetal2018

67.761

1.397E-05

907

Leeetal201
8

51.62

0.002

416

Okbay2016

36.814

0.0777

319

Okbay2016

35.175

0.1

74

Obkay201649.392
PPA

0.0037

87

Rietveld201
29.005
3.

0.311

4

Rietveld2013. 35.444

0.102

54

•
The authors should at least comment in the manuscript on different LD
approaches used to compute polygenic scores, and give a discussion based in the
literature of how to think about the different approaches with respect to their results, and
what approach makes sense when comparing across different biobanks (If LD is different
in different biobanks, is their choice of using LD windows to compute polygenic scores
well suited and why? Were LD windows picked from the European panel for all biobanks
or from different panels for different biobanks (should be described in manuscript)? It has
been argued (Chen et al AJHG 2020) that the 1700 LD window approach of computing
polygenic scores is most affect by stratification issues, compared to a clumping
approach. Ideally, they would do some analyses to check and show the effects of these
choices in computing polygenic scores and discussion of those results as well.
We were previously using the same LD blocks from the European panel across all studies, for
consistency and so as not to change too many variables across the studies. In addition, based
on suggestions from reviewers 2 and 3, we have now performed an analysis in which we use
the available LD blocks from a panel that is closest to the panel from which we obtain summary
statistics. In the case of BBJ and the Chinese NIPT, we use the ASN panel for LD blocks. In the
case of APCDR, we used the AFR panel. Additionally, in the case of PAGE, we compared
results from the EUR panel with those from an AFR panel. Results are in Supplementary Table
\ref{QX_scores_LDB_matched}, also shown below.
We have also now added a paragraph focusing on LD block choice in the Discussion.

LDB_MATCHED
SNPs with P
< 1e-05

SNPs with
P < 5e-08

gwas

qx

pvalue

# SNPs

gwas

qx

pvalue

# SNPs

apcdr

21.147

0.7343185

60

apcdr

*no
significant
snps

*no significant
snps

bbj

9.701

0.998444

693

bbj

36.003

9.16E-02

401

china

13.053

0.9834967

160

china

26.413

0.4405996

59

page

97.23

3.69E-10

592

page

65.856

2.61E-05

94

•
The authors should give some more discussion of how to think about the results
for height in the different biobanks, in light of their stratification analyses. Are they
concluding that the only biobanks that show overdispersion in Qx for height do so
because of stratification? If the meta-analysis approach induces stratification, can they
say this more explicitly, and make clearer for the reader what this means given that
GIANT and PAGE study different populations, one only European, and the other a range
of diverse cohorts? What is going on with studies such as FINRISK and APCDR?
We have now expanded the Discussion section (following advice from both reviewers 2 and 3)
to cover more deeply the interpretation of these results, and provide alternative hypotheses that
could also explain them:
“...This suggests differences in scores are likely not driven by a biological signal and are instead
driven by population stratification in GIANT and/or PAGE. An alternative explanation is that the
overdispersion in PAGE or GIANT-derived scores is truly biological, and perhaps the GWAS
performed in more homogeneous biobank studies are overcorrecting for population
stratification, increasing the false negative rate of the $Q_{X}$ statistic. Moreover, our power to
find signals of polygenic adaptation might stem from SNPs with large contributions to
phenotypic variance in non-European populations (e.g. African populations) and thus we might
only be able to see these signals when we include individuals of African ancestry in a GWAS, as
is done in PAGE. Though plausible, these other explanations seem less likely that stratification,
but we cannot discard them at the moment, at least until a more extensive simulation study can
allow us to compare these scenarios and their resulting score dispersion patterns. Another
possible cause for these inconsistencies could be differences in the number of SNPs or
individuals included in each GWAS, leading to differences in power to detect score
overdispersion on trait-associated variants. Indeed, in some of the smaller cohorts (FINRISK

and APCDR) we observe little to no evidence for strong deviations from neutrality in the
distribution of genetic scores across populations.”
[...]
“It is important to keep in mind that each particular GWAS used imposes strong conditions on
the set of SNPs that are included in the $Q_{X}$ analysis. We expect SNPs associated with a
phenotype in a given cohort to explain more variance in the population from which that cohort
was obtained than in other populations, simply because the significant SNPs need to have high
enough allele frequencies in the study cohort for them to be recovered in the first place. It is
unclear how this will affect false positive and false negative rates of tests of score
overdispersion performed in different cohorts. For example, if we see a score overdispersion
signal when using a GWAS from cohort 1 but not when using a GWAS from cohort 2, this could
be due to a true positive and a lack of power in cohort 2, or due to an artefact caused by cohort
1. It is also possible that, if negative selection acts on some of the trait-related variation, it might
affect statistical power by constraining large-effect alleles to be kept at lower frequencies, thus
making large-effect alleles more population-specific.
Ultimately, the set of SNPs used in each analysis depends on a complex combination of factors
including allele frequencies, linkage disequilibrium with causal variants, statistical power for
detection and effect size inflation due to the winner's curse, together with the underlying
evolutionary genetic process that "generates" the observed data. While modeling the individual
effect of each of these on the inflation of the $Q_{X}$ statistic is beyond the scope of this study,
we note that all of these factors may be influencing the differences we observe among score
sets”

Reviewer 3
I think this paper is clearly written, well thought out, and brings a considerable contribution to the
field. There are many challenges in interpreting differences in polygenic risk score differences
across ancestries and cohorts, and this study addresses important points.
We thank the reviewer for their kind comments.
Introduction - Second paragraph: it is true that there were issues with the simulations in Martin
et al. 2019, and it is good that the authors mentioned that. However, there are both theoretical
predictions (Wang et al. 2020) and empirical evidence (Marnetto et al. 2020, Bitarello &
Mathieson 2020) that PRS portability is and should be low in the current state of GWAS
diversity. Perhaps it would be nice to mention that as well.
We have added several sentences and references to these papers in the Introduction:

“...The low portability of European GWAS results - and, in particular, polygenic scores - to
non-European
populations
is
particularly
concerning
\citep{martin2017human,
martin2019current} (but see \citep{ragsdale2020lessons}). For example, the predictive accuracy
of polygenic scores for height constructed using European effect size estimates has been
shown to decrease with decreasing European ancestry in admixed populations
\citep{bitarello2020polygenic}. Recent studies have shown that ancestry deconvolution can be
used to improve accuracy \citep{marnetto2020ancestry, wang2020validation}, but important
trait-associated variants in non-European populations may be missed if they have low
frequencies or are absent in European populations. Moreover, effect size estimates for an
associated variant derived from a European-ancestry GWAS may not accurately reflect the
effect of the same variant on the trait in other populations \citep{wojcik2019genetic}...”

Is there evidence the PUR actually roughly matches “Latin American” frequencies? I.E, does it
match Latin -Americans other than PUR better than other populations?
We computed Fst for PAGE SNPs, to estimate population differentiation between PAGE and
each of the panels in the 1000 Genomes Project (Table XX). The lowest pairwise Fst values
correspond to PUR, followed by other American populations and Americans of African Ancestry
in Southwest USA.

Population panel

Super-population

Fst against PAGE

PUR

AMR

0.013

CLM

AMR

0.017

MXL

AMR

0.023

ASW

AFR

0.026

PJL

SAS

0.029

BEB

SAS

0.03

GIH

SAS

0.033

ITU

SAS

0.033

STU

SAS

0.033

IBS

EUR

0.034

TSI

EUR

0.035

CEU

EUR

0.036

FIN

EUR

0.036

GBR

EUR

0.036

ACB

AFR

0.045

PEL

AMR

0.054

LWK

AFR

0.058

CHB

EAS

0.062

JPT

EAS

0.062

KHV

EAS

0.062

GWD

AFR

0.063

CHS

EAS

0.064

YRI

AFR

0.064

ESN

AFR

0.065

MSL

AFR

0.065

CDX

EAS

0.066

It should be mentioned that LD blocks (Berisa & Pickrell) are only available for European and
African ancestries, correct?
We have available LD blocks from the Berisa & Pickrell study from European, African and East
Asian panels in the 1000 Genomes Phase 1 dataset. As mentioned in a reply to reviewer 2, we
were previously using the same LD blocks from the European panel across all studies, for
consistency and so as not to change too many variables across the studies. Based on the
suggestions from reviewers 2 and 3, we have now performed an analysis in which we use the
available LD blocks from a panel that is closest to the panel from which we obtain summary
statistics. In the case of BBJ and the Chinese biobank we use the ASN panel for LD blocks. In
the case of APCDR, we used the AFR panel. Additionally, in the case of PAGE, we compared
results from the EUR panel with those from an AFR panel. Results are in Table
\ref{QX_scores_LDB_matched}.
Page 6: "a minor allele frequency (MAF) < 5% globally," Is this a typo? should it be > 5%
globally?
This was indeed a typo, we have corrected this now.

Page 7: "7 standard deviations away from the first six PCs in a PCA of the set." Is this criterion
based on some other publication, or some another analysis in this paper? It would be nice to
see a justification for this particular filter.
This is exactly following the Neale lab’s procedure for defining British ancestry after performing
PCA on the UKBB dataset. We have now clarified this in the text.
Page 7: "we also computed P-values using two randomization schemes: one is based on
randomizing the effect size estimates of the trait-associated SNPs, while the other"
Randomizing the signal, but not the actual magnitude of the effect, correct?
That’s correct. We have now clarified this in the text.
Page 7: "In general, we observe little notable differences in P-values when using the three
schemes, although the sign-randomization scheme is sometimes inconsistent with the other
two" Perhaps because the patterns are preserved, since all variants have their signs inverted,
but not the magnitude of the effect size?
Not all variants have their signs inverted, the sign is randomly re-assigned in each
pseudo-sample. In other words, the direction of the effect can either be the same or opposite as
in the real data. We think the difference comes from the randomization scheme being overly
conservative when the number of SNP associations is very low, as explained in a previous reply
to reviewer 1.
Page 8, second paragraph: the sentence starting with "indeed" needs to be revised.
This has been corrected and now reads: “After multiple testing correction (for both association
P-value threshold schemes), we only obtain significant $Q_{X}$ P-values when using summary
statistics from PAGE and GIANT.”
Page 9, last paragraph: while this is a very nice (and informative) approach, don’t the GIANT
cohort also have different sample sizes? That is not being emulated here and should be
mentioned in the discussion.
While it is true that in one of our meta-analysis settings, all cohorts were fixed to have the same
size, in the other meta-analysis setting, the cohorts actually have different sample sizes
because they were chosen via a clustering procedure, based on the genetic proximity among
individuals in PCA space (without setting any minimum or maximum for the size of the clusters).
We have now clarified in the text that under this scenario, the cohorts indeed have different
sample sizes, though they do not exactly match the cohort size distribution observed in GIANT.

